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The AI Group at The Ohio State Uuiversity conducts
a broad range of research project,s in knowledge-based reasoning. The primary focus of this work is on analyzing problem solving, especially within knowledge-rich domains, in information processing or knowledge-level telms.
13. Chandrasekaran has been the dircct,or of the group since
its inccpt,iou in the late 1970s
Our approach to the design of knowledge-based systems is based upon treating these systems as interact,ing
communit,ies of different, kinds of problem solvers. This
approach has led us to design systems t,hat are highly
organizrd symbolic structures made up of active specialized kuowledge-using agents. This design represents a
move away from systems built up mostly of numerical algorithms, or those that separate t,he knowledge base from
the inference cnginc.
Our research on the fundamental types of knowledgcbased problem solving has led us to think in t,erms of
generic information processing tasks (Chandrasekaran,
1983). The idea is that each fundamental type of problenlsolving activity accomplishes a certain generic task, and
has its own characteristic way of using knowledge. A grasp
of the “at,oms” of intelligent, information processing should
provide the building blocks out of which more complicated
forms of intelligent problem-solving cau be built.
We propose that a complex task bc broken down into
a number of subt,asks, each of which is an example of a
generic task. Each subtask is t,hen solved by an appropriately organized commmlity of act,ivc agents who specialize in the concepts of the subtask’s domain That is, the
knowledge structure corresponding to a problemsolviug
type can be decomposed into a number of specialists who
cooperate in solving that class of problems. We have developed approaches for a number of problems based on this
over all approach.
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Recently wc have beeu concerned with developing deep
models of expelt, reasoning. Most, of the expert, systems
that have been developed in medicine and other domains
have been called “compiled” 01 “shallow,” pointing out
that the knowledge base encodes in a fairly direct way the
relat,ionships between data and hypotheses. Yet oRen a
human expert’s knowledge of how a device functions is
used to generate new relationships during the reasouing
process. So far we have dcvcloped a primitive language
for representing the functioning of devices, and a compilel
capable of building a diagnostic problem solver from a device representation made in this language.
Types

of Problem-solving

We have ident,ificd several generic tasks from our work
on medical reasoning and reasoning about rucchanical devices. Some examples arc:
l
Classijicntzon
This is the identification of a description with a specific node iu a predetermined
classificat-ion hierarchy. Each ilode represc:nt,sa
pot,eutial hypothesis about. the descriptiou Higher
uodes represcut, more general hypot,hcses, while
lower nodes are more specific, Each node is associated with a specialist, which contains t,hc knowledge: to evaluate the plausibility of its hypot,hesis
aud to cooperate with the other specialists t,o solve
the problem
Classific~at.iou is used in a number

of real-world tasks; it is particularly useflll in diaguostic reasoning
In the followiug section, we
discuss some of our approaches to classificatiou
problem solving
l

This deterluiucs t,he conscqucnces t,hat,
will occur when a system is in a particular st,ate.
Again, the problem solver will be organized hielarchically with specialists corresponding to sub
systems of the syst,cru. Each specialist infers state

Predzctzon

changes in the immediately larger system based on
the st,atc changes within its associated subsystem
These latter state changes include those that led
to the current state and those that, arc inferred by
lower-level specialists. WC expect that. this problcm type will be important for expert systems that
need to determine the consequences of proposed
actions in complex systems.
l

Knowledge-Darected Data Retrzevnl In this task,
descriptions of data are inferred from raw data and
from data in related data concepts. In medicine,
for example, drugs, organs, and procedures are
data concepts. The specialist associated with a
data concept contains or inherits rules about how
to infer values for various attributes of the conccpt,

mey., the ANESTHETIC

specialist can in-

fer that its GIVEN’!’ attribute is t,rue if a particular type of anesthetic has been given or if major
surgery has been performed One of the projects
discussed below is to build a general-purpose tool
for implementing problem solvers of t,his type.
. Design. A certain kind of design problem-solving
can be performed by a hierarchy of specialists who
are associated with the conceptual parts of the
design The problem-solving is top-down, in which
each specialist chooses from a set of design plans,
using the plan to partially fill in its portion of the
design and to refine it by activating lower levels of
the hierarchy A section below discusses a project
investigating this problem-solving type

We have developed a general mechanism for accomplishing the unification of sub-hypotheses with some possibly overlapping domains of explanation (Josephson et al.,
1984). This mechanism makes use of plausibility information concerning the sub-hypotheses, along with information about what a sub-hypothesis can explain in the particular situation, to build toward a complete explanation.
The novel capability arises of confirming a sub-hypothesis
on the basis of its ability to explain some feature for which
there is no other plausible explanation.
The mechanism we have developed accommodates several types of hypothesis interaction: additive hypothesis
cooperation in accounting for the features of the situation,
substantive hypothesis interactions of mutual compatibility and incompatibility, and interactions of the sort where
one hypothesis, if it, is accepted, suggests some other hypothesis. Prospects seem good for extending the mechanism to accommodate other forms of interaction too.
We have used this mechanism successfully as t-he basis
for an expert system, called Red, designed to solve realworld problems of red-cell antibody identification.
These
are problems that arise in the hospital blood bank and are
solved by specially trained human experts.
We have proposed an architecture for abduction (i. e ,
inference from data to an explanatory hypothesis) that
consists of two main cooperating modules:
l

l

Diagnostic

Reasoning

Participants:
B. Chandmsekaran,
Tom Bylander,
Jzm
Davzs, Sia Hashemz, John R. Josephson, Don W. Miller,
V. Sembugamoorthy,
D. D. Sharma, ,Jack W. Smith, Jr.,
M.D , Jon Stzcklen, John Svirbely, M.D., Michael C. Tan-

ner.
We are engaged in a number of related projects in diagnostic reasoning, both in the medical domain and in the
domain of mechanical systems and devices. In the medical
area, the original work started by viewing diagnosis as a
form of classification, and this process resulted in a systcm called MDX (Chandrasekaran and Mittal, 1983). Our
recent thrust has been t,o expand the research to cover the
following aspects of diagnostic reasoning.
Abduction

and Overview

Criticism

Going from data describing a situation to an explanatory
hypothesis that best accomlts for the data is a commonly
occurring knowledge-based reasoning problem. Sometimes
the need is to assemble interacting hypothesis parts into
a unified hypothesis In a medical diagnosis, for example,
several diseases might be present, and they might be rclated causally. Disease hypotheses sometimes overlap in
what they can explain.

A module for selecting sub-hypothcscs appropriate to
the case at hand.
A rnodule, which we call “Overview,” for assembling
these sub-hypotheses into the overall best, available
conclusion for the case, and for critically assessing this
conclusion.

Overview and the other module communicate through
a shared language of the plausibility of sub-hypotheses,
and of the findings that are to be cxplaincd.
For many reasons, we decided in Red to treat subhypothesis selection as a problem of classification, using
t,hc hierarchical establish-refine method used in the MDX
expert system to accomplish the task. An Overview module, similar to the one described here, was envisioned by
Gomez and Chandrasekaran (1981). Thus Red represents
an extension and elaboration of the architecture pioneered
by the MDX system.
Deep Models
Human experts often use in their problem solving a deeper
understanding of their knowledge domain than has been
captured in the first generation of expert systems. We
have developed a functional representation for one aspect
of this deeper knowledge, corresponding to an expert,? undcrstanding of how the functioning of a complex device results from its structural properties (Sembugamoorthy and
Chandrasekaran, 1984). We have also built a compiler that,
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automatically generates a diagnostic expert, system from
the functional representation of a device.
The idea is that an agent’s understanding of how a
device works is organized as a representation that shows
how an intended function is accomplished as a series of behavioral states of the device, and how each behavior state
transition can be understood as either due to a function
of a component, or in terms of further details of behavior
states. This can be repeated at several levels so that ultimately all the functions of a device can be related to its
structure and the functionality of the components in the
structure.
The power of this method for representing how a device works is due in large measure to explicitly distinguishing five aspects of an agent’s understanding of the device,
and treating each aspect appropriately. The distinctions
hold at every level of organization on which the device is
represented. The five aspects are:
Structure.

This specifies the relationships

between

components
This captures the intended purpose of a
device or component, specified as what the response
is to a stimulus.
Function.

Behavior.
This specifies how, given a stimulus,
response is accomplished.

the

Generzc Knowledge.
Chunks of deeper causal knowledge that have been compiled from various domains
to enable the specification of behavior.

Assumptaons. Other specifications of the conditions
under which various behaviors or conditions occur.
Our work also proposes an approach for compiling diagnostic problem-solving structures from the functional
representation. To illustrate how the flmctional representation can be used to generate a piece of diagnostic knowledge, suppose that some function of a device is not being
achieved. The representation will indicate what behavior
accomplishes the function, as well any structural relationships and assumptions that are required for the function.
The compiler uses this specification to generate a list of
hypotheses about the reason for the malfunction.
Each
hypothesis in turn corresponds to an example of one of
the five aspects above, which is compiled accordingly.
Directions for future research include t,he following:
We need to develop methods to check the correctness/
We need
consistency of a given device representation.
to investigate the design of two other needed dimensions
of device representation, namely the temporal dimension,
and the dimension of interactions of functional units by
way of feedback and communication. Also the causal dimension, which we have discussed, has to be integrated
with the ot,her two in a disciplined, practically useful, and
cognitively meaningful framework.
We need to identify
the compilation processes that come into play to generate
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other types of expert problem-solving structures, such as
those that can predict the functional and behavioral consequences of changes of structure
Integrated

Diagnostic

Reasoning

It is becoming increasingly clear that diagnostic reasoning
involves distinguishing different types of knowledge structures and associated problem-solving types. For example,
depending upon the knowledge that is available, an agent
might do classificatory, functional, or abductive reasoning
as mentioned earlier In some instances, even more basic “naive physics” reasoning may be required. Reasoning
from the structure of a device (or anatomical system) to
possible malfunctions is also often involved. In some cases,
the diagnostic task needs to come up with a hypothesis
that best explains the data, while in others data gathering
itself may be a problem, a.e., deciding what tests t,o order
will be an issue.
In order to see how to integrate multiple types of reasoning tasks and provide proper control of reasoning, we
are building an integrated diagnostic reasoning system in a
subdomain of medicine called coagulation disorders. The
system will coordinate classificatory problem-solving with
multiple hierarchies, abductive reasoning, functional reasoning, and st,ructural reasoning.
Complex

Engineering

Systems

We have joint projects under way with researchers in nuclear and chemical engineering departments on reasoning
about complex engineering systems. Maintenance of safety
and increase of product quality are the aims in such systems, and we are investigating issues of detecting malfunctions, sensor validation, and combining qualitative and
quantitative reasoning.
Languages

for Building

Diagnostic

Systems

Many kinds of problem-solving for expert systems have
been proposed within the AI community. Whatcvrr the
approach, there is a need to acquire the knowledge in a
given domain and implement it in the spirit of the problemsolving paradigm. Reducing the time to implement a system usually involves the creation of a high-level language
that reflects the intended method of problem-solving. For
example, EMYCIN was created for buildiug systems based
on MYCIN-like problem-solving. Such languages are also
intended to speed up the knowledge acquisition process
by allowing domain experts to input knowledge in a form
close to their conceptual level.
CSRL, (or Conceptual Structures Representation Language) is a language for implementing expert diagnostic systems that are based on our approach to diagnostic problem-solving (Bylander et al., 1983). It facilit,atcs
the development of diagnostic systems by supporting constructs that represent diagnostic knowledge at appropriate

levels of abstraction. A specialist represents the diagnostic
knowledge about a diagnostic hypothesis. Message proccdurcs describe the specialist’s behavior in response to messages from other specialists. Knowledge groups determine
how data relate to features of the hypothesis. Rule-like
knowledge is contained within knowledge groups.
We havr used CSRL in the implementation of two expert systems. Auto-Mech is an expert system that diagnoses fuel problems in automobile engines. It consists of
34 specialists in a hierarchy t,hat varies from four to six
levels deep. Red is an expert system whose domain is red
blood cell antibody identification. CSR.L is used to implement specialists corresponding to each antibody that Red
knows about (around 30 of the most common ones) and
to each antibody subtype.
Explanation
in Planning
and Problem-Solving
Systems
Particzpants:
B Chnndraselcaran,
graduate students.

John

Josephson,

and

This is a newly-initiated
DARPA-funded project for
investigating the role of explanation in problem-solving
systems, with emphasis on planning systems. Issues in
explanation can be decomposed into two components: one
dealing with the structure of the problem solving system,
and t,he other having to do with the user and the issues of
presentation. We are developing a framework for the first
kind of explanation by explicitly identifying approaches to
explain the control strategies and knowledge structures of
a system.
We propose that explanation of problem-solving activity can be categorized into three types:
.

How the data match the local goals This should
describe how, at run time, problem data matched
pieces of the knowledge base, and certain conclusions were drawn

.

How the knowledge itself is justified
WC are concentrating on explanations that justify knowledge
by showing how it can be derived from a deeper
understanding of the domain.

.

How the control st,rat.cgy can be justified. A particular control strategy that was used in a certain
situation can be justified by reference t,o the type
of problem-solving that, is being used by the system

Thus our general approach to generating explanations
will be based on:
.
Analyzing the domain and cataloging the types of
explanations
explanations

.

nccdcd in terms of the t,axonomy of
that. we are developing;

Synthesizing a complete complete explanation
the above elements.

Expert
Participants:

Systems

Davad C. Brown

for Design
and B. Chandrasekaran

This research is concerned with the design of mechanical components, and views design as a problem-solving
activity (Brown and Chandrasckaran, 1984). The theory
explains the activity of a human designer when solving a
problem that falls into a particular subclass of mechanical
design. An expert system called AIR-CYL has been implemented that embodies the theory. The system designs a
particular type of air cylinder according to a set of user
given requirements. The behavior of the system closely
follows that of the human designer
We have established three classes of design act,ivity
which are distinguished by their problem-solving components. Our work refers only to the third class, which requires that at every stage of the design the designer knows
both which sequences of design steps are appropriate and
also what knowledge is required. The theory hypothesizes
that the activity is organized around a hierarchy of concepts, where each concept is active in the design, and may
be considered to be a specialist about some portion of the
design. The hierarchy reflects the way that the designer
thinks of the object during design, and it shapes the design
process.
Each specialist has its own set of plans from which
to select depending on the current stage of the design.
The plans may request, portions of t,he design from other
specialists lower in the hierarchy, or may use tasks to make
small additions to the design itself. Constraints may be
planted at any point in order to test the validity of the
design. The design data-base contains the current state of
the design and a record of its progress, plus the collected
requirernents from the user.
The complete design process proceeds by first obtaining and checking the requirements for consistency. It then
does rough design to establish whether full design is worth
pursuing. If the rough design succeeds, then the full design is attempted by requesting a design from the top-most
specialist. If a constraint fails, a redesign phase is entered
until the problem can be fixed and design can continue.
To facilitate the building of the AIR CYL system, and
class 3 design problem-solvers in general, a language has
been provided in which to declare design specialists and
describe plans. The Design Specialists and Plans Language (DSPL) has been used to capture the air cylinder
design knowledge.
Much work remains to be done in this area before
we fully understand what design is and how best to build
systems to do it. However, WC feel that we have captured
the essential qualities of routine design, while discovering
many interesting and difficult issues.
A Shell for Intelligent

from
Partmpant:

Databases

Jon Sticklen
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The ASIM (A Shell for Intelligent Medical Databases)
project is aimed at developing high-level support for the
construction and use of intelligent databases, especially in
the medical domain.
The ground work for understanding database reasoning was the PATREC database assistant in the original
MDX implementation (Mittal et al., 1984). PATREC provided both a data abstraction function and a coarse grained
inference function for the diagnostic system, and was capable of temporal reasoning and reasoning about medical units. For example, PATREC was able to determine
whether the patient’s white blood count was normal, elcvated, very low, etc., on the basis of the actual white blood
count, and able to infer that anesthetics were recently administered to a patient if the patient recently had major
surgery.
This kind of reasoning is essential for diagnosis (as
well as other kinds of problem-solving), but it is not appropriate to embed this knowledge within the diagnostic
knowledge structure.
One reason is that the inferences
are not diagnostic in nature, i.e., they do not relate data
to diagnostic hypotheses. Also, it would be redundant to
ssociate these inferences directly with each diagnostic hypothesis that requires them. Rather, there is a need for a
separate, knowledge-based data inference system.
PATREC
was coded in a local implementation of FRL,
with most of the “demons” written directly in UC1 LISP.
Thus most of the inferences of PATREC could not be altered except by expert LISP programmers. In an attempt
to allow access to a broader user community, the ASIM
project was initiated.
ASIM is being implemented on XEROX 1108 workstations. By making full use of the graphic display tools provided by the 1108s and the LOOPS object oriented language, ASIM will provide a database language as well as
an environment for the construction and updating of intelligent medical databases. Our plans call for ASIM to be
ready for alpha testing by the end of 1984.
Reasoning
Participant:

about

Physical

Systems

Tom Bylander

A recent AI approach for reasoning about the behavior of physical stems is qualitative simulation. The structure of the physical system and knowledge about the behavior of its components are used to derive a collection
of constraints. ITsing these constraints, the simulation is
performed and its results are interpreted. This research
investigates a new method of reasoning for this problem,
which we call consolidation.
The major processing sequence of consolidation is to
hypothesize a composite component consisting of a selected subset of components, and t,hen to infer the behavior of the composite from the behaviors of the components. Successful application of this sequence on increasingly larger composite components results in inferring the
78
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behavior of the whole system. As a byproduct, a hierarchical behavior structure is produced that explains how
the overall behavior is caused by the components’ behavior. Also note that each reasoning step is localized over a
small number of components and subsystems, avoiding the
global problem-solving required for qualitative simulation.
This research also proposes a novel representation for
behavior. Current theories describe behavior as arithmetic
constraints on variables and their derivatives, which would
imply that consolidation is purely a matter of mathematical manipulation. Instead, we describe the behavior of a
component by the actions that the component performs
upon %ubstances,” e.g., fluids, electric currents, control
activations, or other things that can potentially move. We
claim that there is a small set of behavior schemas that can
directly represent these actions and that, allow inferences
about the behavior of composite components. Examples
of schemas include permitting a substance to move from
one place to another and influencing a substance to move.
We are implementing a version of consolidation, which
will depend upon a few simplifying assumptions.
The
structural description will be limited to connection of components and containment of substances, thus reducing the
amount of spatial reasoning required. Numerical attributes
of behaviors (such as amourlt of influence or rate of movcment) will be specified qualitatively. We hope to discover
the limits of consolidation under these assumptions, and
to learn how more complex spatial and temporal reasoning
can be integrated into this process
Computing

Facilities

Computing facilities used by the AI Group includct‘ four
1108 LISP workstations, a DECsystem 2060, and
a VAX-11/780 running 4.2 BSD Unix (tm).

XEROX

Research

Support

R.esearch by the AI Group has been supported by many
sources over the years. In 1984-85, these sources include
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research, the Computer Science
as well as the Chemical and Process Engineering sections
of the National Science Foundation, and the University
Distribution Program of the Battelle Corporation.
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